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Iremember a conversation I had with a student over 20
years ago about his interest in a sales career. He wanted to
pursue a sales career, but his parents were against this
idea. His parents stated they did not send their child to

college to go into sales! Banker, yes; accountant, yes; sales, no.
My student asked me to talk to his parents and persuade them
that sales was an honorable career.

How things have changed over the past 20 years. University
sales programs are flourishing and sales career opportunities
are plentiful. We enroll more than 500 sales students in our
classes per year and over 60 companies actively recruit our
students, including Eli Lilly, Hershey Foods, Sherwin Williams,
ADP, Federated Insurance and many more. Entry level positions
begin at $30,000 and some of these companies are paying
$45,000-$65,000 starting salaries. This pay does not include
bonuses or commissions. Money is one reason our students pursue
sales; other reasons are freedom of action (little day-to-day
supervision), mobility and the challenge. 

Areas of study
Sales education today is a rigorous area of study that requires

students to take classes in negotiation,
sales technology, customer relationship
management, the selling process,
sales management and advanced
sales techniques. 

Not that many years ago (10
to 15) most universities taught one
sales course that combined selling
and sales management – if they
taught sales at all! Today, universities
are developing curriculums that
allow them to offer majors and
minors in sales. Sales has become
a very specialized area of study. 

Experiential learning is also
an integral part of sales education.
Industry uses role playing and videotaping sessions to emulate
the sales call experience. We are doing the same thing in our
classes. In our intro sales class, we videotape role plays a
minimum of three times. For the first five-minute role play,
the students sell an item of their choice. They then watch
themselves on tape and look for their strengths and weaknesses.
What most students find is they have a number of distracting
mannerisms. 

Over the course of the semester we work to eliminate these.
Future role plays practice using icebreakers with the buyer,
need-developing questions, presentation skills (features/
advantages/benefits), handling sales resistance and earning

commitment. The sales process is a critical
component of sales that deserves much
attention. Most sales programs cover the
sales process six to nine weeks during
the semester. Sales programs today also
cover buyer behavior, communication skills
and customer relationship management. 

Coaching experience
Our advanced sales class pairs each

student with a sales coach from industry.
During the semester, the student shadows

the coach and asks a series of questions on how they do their
job and what makes them successful. We also interview buyers
on what they look for in salespeople and which salespeople
get in to see them and why. The mid-term in the advanced
sales class asks each student to detail a product with their sales
coach as their buyer. 

Once the student successfully completes this exercise, he
or she sets up an appointment with a person in industry that
their sales coach might call on. This is a two-call sequence. Call

one is information gathering; call
two is a proposal presentation.
The students take videotaping
equipment with them and bring
back the tapes for the instructor
to grade. 

Sales education has come
a long way in the past 20 years.
Brian Bandsteter, sales manager
with Federated Insurance, states,
“Students that come out of sales
programs are six to 18 months
ahead of those who don't take
these courses. Employers are
getting a more polished product
that understands the sales

process and their role in relationship management.” 
(In the next issue, we will describe the University Sales Center

Alliance that was established to enhance the credibility of sales
education).
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Videotaping of sales calls aids
the student learning experience.




